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Principal Method: Arbitrage 

12.381 $ 12.421 $ 

Take advantage of the price difference of the same 
cryptocurrency in two or more Exchanges. 



ARBISTAR 2.0 Products 

Community Bot 

v 100% Automatic  
v From 300 € to up to 50.000 € 
v Contributions in Bitcoin 
v Profits in Bitcoin 
v Payouts every Saturday 70% / 30%  



ARBISTAR 2.0 Products 

Personal Bot 
v Limited Units (5000) 
v Parallel Arbitrage, intra-exchange and 

automatic. 
v Connects with up to 20 exchanges 
v Personal investment with no limits  
v Complete control of ALL your money 
v UNLIMITED License. 
v  Included in the VIP Package. 



                      

VIP License (5000 units) 
 

5000 units of the VIP License are being put on sale.  Users who acquire this License own all the 
Software that Arbistar 2.0 has and will have in the future with UNLIMITED use license.   

It is like a Flat Rate. 
 

 When there are no more VIP licenses, users who do not have them will purchase the Softwares at 
the stipulated price and with 1 YEAR of Renewable Use License, Except the Personal Bot that will 

no longer be available outside the VIP License. 
 

  PRICE OF THE VIP LICENSE: 5000 euros (paid only once in Bitcoin forever). 



                      

 NEW PRODUCTS 
 The Forex Bots are incorporated into the Arbistar 2.0 Product Portfolio, each with different characteristics in 

order to provide greater coverage to the needs of our clients in a market other than Arbitrage, where regulated 
figures (BROKERS) and official money are used. 

  
    Pipster 1000 euros.  (1 year renewable) / Pipster Plus 2000 euros (1 year renewable). 

 FOR VIP LICENSES: Cost 0 and forever. 



                      

 NEW PRODUCTS 
Both the previous 2 Bots and these two that we present below, the client has absolute control of their euros / dollars, 

since the account in the Broker is opened in the name of the client and the bots are installed in those accounts.   
The 4 Forex EA (Expert Advisor) Bots are 100% automatic.  

 
 Trailer Bot 1000 euros (1 year renewable).  / Ann Bot 1000 euros (1 year renewable). 

 FOR VIP LICENSES: Cost 0 and forever. 



                      

MORE PRODUCTS...  
 

Our technological team is currently working on a SINGLE PRODUCT that consists of artificial 

intelligence and will operate in the commodities market.  It consists of a neural network that is 

learning over time and also has a Learning Reading technology that is able to read and 
understand the news. 

 In addition, the forecast for 2020 is to offer our clients between 10 and 15 softwares that allow us 
to obtain constant passive profits with total control of their money in diverse markets and with 

different levels of risk. 

 
 All of them will commission in the Friend Plan that we detail below and that is for those 

customers who wish to sell the products to their network of friends and acquaintances.  This is 
optional but it certainly increases the income of the customers who do it. 



Friend Plan 



Basic Gains 
The Friend Plan is totally optional, but if you develop  

it you expect very important profits:  

** 6% on the sales of VIP Licenses or any other software sold in your organization up to 

level 5 of your unilevel structure with no amplitude limit  .  

 ** 2% on the income of the contributions of the Community Bot of the members up to  

level 5 of your unilevel structure without limit of amplitude.  

 

 In addition there are 3 very lucrative BONUSES that we detail below. 



Bonus 1.  

The level unlock bonus. 

 

 When you receive personal sales (level 1) well be 

 of Software or Community Bot contributions  over 30,000 euros, 

the company unlocks levels 6 to 10  of your Unilevel structure.  

 (remember that initially you have available earnings  in your 

Unilevel structure from level 1 to 5.) 

 

 That gives you exponentially much profit  more lucrative with  

a % of all the sales of hundreds  or thousands of customers 

 that you can have at those lower levels  Unilevel earnings are 

paid every Saturday in Bitcoin. 



Bonus 2. 

The Extra Direct Bonus will generate commissions for 
improving your first level of referenced friends (LEVEL 1) 
or direct sales. 
 
 For every 100,000 euros of billing in your first level, 
 that is, personal sales, ARBISTAR 2.0 will pay you a 
 10% commission, that is, € 10,000 of commission paid in 
Bitcoin on the following Saturday of the qualification. 
 
 To collect it you need to make sales of Softwares worth 
25,000 euros, and the rest (75,000e) of contributions to the 
Community Bot always at your first level. 
 
 When you repeat these figures, you can collect it again.  
Every € 100,000 of billing in LEVEL 1 you get € 10,000 of 
Bonuses paid in Bitcoin.  (always with a minimum of 25,000 
direct sales of software for each collection).   
So as many times as you get it without limit of times or time. 



Bonus 3. 

The World Bonus is entered by people who reach a turnover of € 
1,000,000 in total, to infinity without depth limits and with a 
turnover in Level 1 (direct sales) of € 100,000.   
 
To obtain Bonus 3 you must have obtained Bonus 2. 
 
This bonus will distribute 5% of the company's profits among 
those who meet these conditions.  They will also allow them to 
belong to the World Club upon receiving trips, gifts, preferential 
treatment at events and recognitions.   
It is paid in Bitcoin on the first Saturday of the month based on 
the earnings of the company from the previous month.   
 
To be able to charge you, you must be qualified for a whole 
month.  The month you qualify for the first time does not count 
toward collection. 



ArbiPayCard  
The Arbistar 2.0 Card 



Arbistar International Corp. 
 
The company drifts shortly to a Corporation that includes: 

 
**Arbistar 2.0 Sociedad Limitada: Software Factory  joined  the ZONA ZEC. 
 
**Arbistar Community Group Sociedad Anónima :  Private Club with all 
contributions in crowlending mode and reflected in Blockchain.  (LegalTech) 
 
**ArbiCredit Sociedad Anónima : . Financial entity for FIAT and 
Cryptocurrency products that will include financial and insurance services. 
 
**Arbistar Inversiones Sociedad Anónima: Investment Company .  
 
All of these located in Tenerife (Islas Canarias , España).  



You have your own business and a unique opportunity to expand around the world 
Arbistar 2.0.  It is vital that first of all you inform yourself about it and first hand: 
 
www.arbistar.com  (OFFICIAL PAGE) 
www.arbistar.com/youtube   (Official Channel With Vídeos, Tutorials and Conferences) 
www.arbistar.com/llamadadeexito  (Official Online Conferences)  
-**Wednesdays 20:00 (Español)  Madrid   
**Fridays 15:00 (English)  New York 
www.arbistar.com/facebook    (Official Facebook Group) 
www.arbistar.com/instagram    (Official Profile) 
 
If necessary, write us at :  support@arbistar.com  

Official Links 




